Cover the U.S. faster! View the Statutes and Regulations of all 50 states—in just one click.

Speed your work, reduce costs and stay on top of critical changes. With LexisNexis® 50-State Surveys, comparing the statutory and regulatory provisions on a given topic for multiple states will be a cinch!

The LexisNexis 50-State Surveys of Statutes and Regulations enable you to view the legislation and regulations relating to your subject for all the U.S. states—in a flash. Be certain you’re not missing anything important—or leaving your company vulnerable to potential liabilities. Save time by accessing relevant codes and regulations instantly.

Each survey provides an overview that addresses the federal context in which these requirements operate and outlines state-level regulatory themes, direct links to citations within Lexis Advance® and an easy-to-digest chart showing specific analysis of the most impactful issues on which state treatment varies. No more needless searching across multiple sources! With the 50-State Surveys—everything will be constructed and analyzed by a team of LexisNexis® attorney-editors. Gain access to these and other features:

• **More than 1,100 topical issues**, grouped into over 200 discrete surveys in more than three dozen areas of law

• **Overviews that showcase the overall landscape** as well as federal and industry mandates and key trends

• **Analytical distinctions that indicate divergent state approaches** in a concise way, highlighting major issues and noting state treatment in the chart
Enjoy our unique advantage—more complete content!

Gain an overview of legislation, regulations and even court rules relevant to a particular topic. No other online legal provider offers all of this data in a single survey. Review information at a high level, and then click links to dive into more details within Lexis Advance. And, not only will you be speeding your research—you’ll also be reducing your costs by spending less time performing that task.

Plus, the “Compare-at-a-Glance” chart highlights and summarizes the distinctions in each state, offering you fast, easy analysis.

Perform your multi-state research in a snap! Get a quick, bird’s-eye view of a topic—complete with links to federal law, industry practices and unique state treatment.
Now you can survey the statutes and regulations of all 50 states—in a single click!

You can view the results of your 50-State Survey request easily within Lexis Advance—and even download the results into a customizable Excel® spreadsheet. The states will be listed alphabetically with separate sections for statutes and regulations. To view the full text of a specific section, simply click on the section cite.

(Note: you must have access to Microsoft® Excel® to display survey results.)

Access hundreds of surveys arranged by practice area! Just click on a topic and watch the menu expand—then choose a survey.

The “landing page” provides a brief description of the survey and analyzed issues—then a hyperlink quickly sends you to the Excel spreadsheet with the in-depth analysis you need.

Be confident in your research! The 50-State Surveys are assembled by experienced attorney-editors who carefully study the legislation of each state to identify and analyze the most relevant topics.

For more information on this powerful multi-state research tool, please call 800-227-4908.